Faculty Publications, Grants, and Awards
2011-2012

The members of the Bates College faculty are dedicated to teaching undergraduates and they are scholars who make lasting contributions our understanding of the world. Faculty scholarship—artistic work, research, and pedagogical study—enriches and sustains the excellence of a Bates education. The College expects members of the faculty to contribute new knowledge in their field through scholarship that is shared at scholarly meetings, in peer-reviewed publications, and in other ways appropriate to their discipline. This brochure describes the faculty's scholarly publications and publicly-presented artistic work completed in the last year. It also includes a list of new external grants received by faculty to support scholarship, teaching, and professional development. A list of faculty professional activities, including presentations at scholarly meetings and other institutions, can be found on the dean of the faculty's office website,

http://www.bates.edu/dof/faculty-scholarship/professional-activities/.

The Committee on Faculty Scholarship, an elected committee of the faculty, promotes and supports the scholarly and professional work of the faculty, advising the faculty and consulting with the administration about resources and infrastructure required for scholarly and professional work. The committee also develops intramural grant programs and distributes institutional funds for faculty scholarship and professional activities.
PUBLICATIONS, PERFORMANCES, AND EXHIBITIONS

The following is a listing of peer-reviewed publications of the faculty during the period, 1 June 2011-31 May 2012. Also listed are off-campus performances, screenings, and exhibitions featuring the faculty or their work. The citations appear as they were written by the faculty. Faculty titles reflect rank and title during the 2011-2012 academic year. Names marked with an asterisk (*) indicate a student or alumnus co-author.

Claudia Aburto Guzmán, Associate Professor of Spanish
Poetry Reading: Inhabiting Words/Habitar las palabras. Grand Valley State University, Allendale, MI, April 2012.

William G. Ambrose Jr., Professor of Biology


Krista M. Aronson, Associate Professor of Psychology


Lauren Ashwell, Assistant Professor of Philosophy


Rachel Narehood Austin, Professor of Chemistry


Cynthia M. Baker, Associate Professor of Religious Studies

Ronald E. Barry Jr., Lecturer in Biology

Ryan W. Bavis, Associate Professor of Biology


Myron M. Beasley, Assistant Professor of African American Studies and American Cultural Studies


**Gerald F. Bigelow, Lecturer in History**


**Helen C. Boucher, Assistant Professor of Psychology**


**Raluca Cernahoschi, Visiting Assistant Professor of German**


**Anita S. Charles, Lecturer in Education and Director of Teacher Education**

“Reciting Frost with the House on Fire.” *Education Week*. March 2012.


**Lilian I. Childress, Assistant Professor of Physics**


**Rebecca W. Corrie, Phillips Professor of Art and Visual Culture**


**Jane T. Costlow, Professor of Environmental Studies**

Review: Roberta Rubenstein, Virginia Woolf and the Russian Point of View, reviewed for *Tulsa Studies in Women’s Literature*, 29.2 (Fall 2010) 482-84. (not reported last year)

**David R. Cummiskey, Professor of Philosophy**

“Korsgaard’s Rejection of Consequentialism,” in *Metaphilosophy* 42.4, July 2011.


**Loring M. Danforth, Charles A. Dana Professor of Anthropology**


**Alexandre E. Dauge-Roth, Associate Professor of French**


**Donald C. Dearborn, Professor of Biology**


**Craig J. Decker, Professor of German**
Editor: *Modern Austrian Literature*, 44. 3-4 (2011)

**Alejandro Dellachiesa, Assistant Professor of Economics**

**Lavina Dhingra, Professor of English**


**Carol J. Dilley, Associate Professor of Dance**
Choreographer and Dancer: *Phantom Ice*. Brooklyn, NY; Franco-American Heritage Center, Lewiston, ME, February 2012.

Choreographer and Dancer: *La Sala de Espera*. Barcelona, Spain, November 2011.

Choreographer and Dancer: *Fragments*. Newcastle, Australia, August 2011.

**Amy Bradfield Douglass, Associate Professor of Psychology**


**Francesco G. Duina, Professor of Sociology**


**Michael E. Durst, Visiting Assistant Professor of Physics and Astronomy**

**Stephen Engel, Assistant Professor of Politics**
J. Dykstra Eusden, Jr., Professor of Geology


Holly A. Ewing, Associate Professor of Environmental Studies


Robert L. Farnsworth, Senior Lecturer in English
Readings: The Frost Place, Franconia, NH, July 2011; Cary Memorial Library, Wayne, ME, July 2011; Curtis Memorial Library, Brunswick, ME, February 2012

Robert A. Feintuch, Senior Lecturer in Art and Visual Culture
Exhibition: Akira Ikeda Gallery, Berlin, Germany, February-April 2012.

Exhibition: Sonnabend Gallery, New York, NY, February-April 2012.

Megan K. Gahl, Visiting Instructor in Environmental Studies


David R. George, Jr., Lecturer in Spanish


Frank Glazer, Lecturer in Music and Artist in Residence

Dennis Grafflin, Professor of History

Joseph Hall, Associate Professor of History

Douglas I. Hodgkin, Professor Emeritus of Political Science
When Presidents and Hopefuls Came to Town: Lewiston and Auburn, Maine. Portland, ME: Walch Printing, 2012.

Sue E. Houchins, Associate Professor of African American Studies

Beverly J. Johnson, Associate Professor of Geology

Michael E. Jones, Professor of History

Penelope Jones, Lecturer in Art and Visual Culture

Todd A. Kahan, Associate Professor of Psychology

Sonya M. Kahlenberg, Visiting Assistant Professor of Biology

Nancy S. Koven, Assistant Professor of Psychology


Susan W. Langdon, Visiting Assistant Professor of Psychology

Lynne Y. Lewis, Professor of Economics


Hong Lin, Professor of Physics


Kathryn Graff Low, Professor of Psychology

Karen Melvin, Assistant Professor of History


Daniel T. Mills, Lecturer in the Humanities and Director of the Bates College Museum of Art

Hiroya Miura, Assistant Professor of Music

Installation: Devil’s Tears, sound for Juanjo Romero, Fragua Artist Residency, Belalcázar, Spain, August 2011.

Installation: Umi Madre, Fragua Artist Residency, Belalcázar, Spain, July 2011.
Elke Morris, Senior Lecturer in Art and Visual Culture
Exhibition: *Light, Motion, Sound*, Ogunquit Museum of American Art, Exhibition Catalog, Ogunquit, ME 2012.
Exhibition: *Contemporary Work*, Farnsworth Art Museum and Wyeth Center, Rockland, ME 2012.

Trian Nguyen, Associate Professor of Art and Visual Culture

Keiko Ofuji, Lecturer in Japanese Language

Dolores O’Higgins, Euterpe B. Dukakis Professor of Classical and Medieval Studies

Mark B. Okrent, Professor of Philosophy


James P. Parakilas, Professor of Music and James L. Moody Jr. Family Professor of Performing Arts


Therí A. Pickens, Assistant Professor of English


Sonja K. Pieck, Assistant Professor of Environmental Studies


Melinda A. Plastas, Visiting Associate Professor of Women and Gender Studies

Erica Rand, Professor of Art and Visual Culture and Women and Gender Studies


Michael E. Reidy, Lecturer in Theater and Managing Director of Theater and Dance


Mary Rice-DeFosse, Professor of French


James G. Richter, Professor of Politics
Bronwyn Sale, Lecturer in Education

Adriana Salerno, Assistant Professor of Mathematics


William P. Seeley, Visiting Assistant Professor in Philosophy


Bonnie J. Shulman, Associate Professor of Mathematics

Susan A. Stark, Associate Professor of Philosophy

John S. Strong, Charles A. Dana Professor of Religious Studies


Robert Strong, Lecturer in English
*Animals Ate the Alphabet* (children’s book), Hanna Berta, illustrator, with Kevin Strong, M.D., Camden, ME: Dunk the Junk Foundation, May 2012.


Sarah M. Strong, Professor of Japanese Language and Literature


Heidi L. Taylor, Associate Professor of Sociology

Nathan W. Tefft, Assistant Professor of Economics


Mara C. Tieken, Assistant Professor of Education
Thomas F. Tracy, Phillips Professor of Philosophy and Religious Studies

Katalin Vecsey, Lecturer in Theater


Thomas J. Wenzel, Charles A. Dana Professor of Chemistry


William G. Ambrose Jr., Professor of Biology

Krista M. Aronson, Associate Professor of Psychology
Consortium on Higher Academic Success Faculty Award for Promoting Excellence. “Using video to improve cross-group interaction and climate,” $3,700; 2012.

Lauren Ashwell, Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Northern Institute of Philosophy, Visiting Fellowship (Self-Knowledge Project), 2012.

Rachel Narehood Austin, Professor of Chemistry
National Science Foundation: “Lead interactions with metallothionein-3,” $302,886; March 2012-February 2015.


Anita S. Charles, Lecturer in Education and Director of Teacher Education
American Association for Teaching and Curriculum, John Laska Best Dissertation Award, 2011.

Francesco Duina, Associate Professor of Sociology
Senior Fellow, The Institute for the Advancement of the Social Sciences, since 2011.

Elizabeth A. Eames, Associate Professor of Anthropology
Androscogin Bank, Anthropology Student Research, $800; 2012.

Stephen M. Engel, Assistant Professor of Politics


J. Dykstra Eusden Jr., Professor of Geology

Holly A. Ewing, Associate Professor of Environmental Studies
President’s Leadership Award from Maine Campus Compact to Environmental Studies for capstone course involving community engagement, 2012.

EXTERNAL GRANTS, FELLOWSHIPS, AND AWARDS

Listed below are new grants received by faculty between 1 June 2011 and 31 May 2012 from external agencies in support of scholarship, teaching, and professional development. Also listed are awards, prizes, and fellowships received from external agencies and institutions. Unless otherwise noted, the faculty member is the principal investigator (P.I.) on the grant.
Laura D. Faure, Lecturer in the Arts and Director of the Bates Dance Festival

Albert M. Fereshetian, Assistant Professor of Physical Education

Mollie Godfrey, Visiting Assistant Professor of English
Maine Humanities Council Community Outreach Grant, 2012.

Judith A. Head, Lecturer in History and Associate Dean of the Faculty
Tanaka Memorial Foundation, Asian Studies, $10,000; 2012; $10,000; 2011.

Michael E. Jones, Professor of History

Sonya M. Kahlenberg, Visiting Assistant Professor of Biology and Lecturer
Jane Goodall Institutes in Austria (€8,000) and the Netherlands (€4,000) for Kibale Snare Removal Program; 2012; Lawrence Jacobsen Education Development Grant, International Primatological Society ($1,500); 2012 for Kibale Chimpanzee Project conservation education debate for Ugandan school children.

Lynne Y. Lewis, Professor of Economics
National Science Foundation, EPSCoR, $55,005; October 2011.

Hong Lin, Professor of Physics

Heather Lindkvist, Lecturer in Anthropology and Special Assistant to the President for Diversity and Inclusion
Don Harward Faculty Award for Service-Learning Excellence, Maine Campus Connect, 2011.

Daniel T. Mills, Lecturer in Humanities and Director of the Bates College Museum of Art
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Horowitz Foundation for the Arts: “Andrew and Jamie Wyeth: Selections from the Private Collection of Victoria Browning Wyeth,” $17,000; 2011.

Sonja K. Pieck, Assistant Professor of Environmental Studies
President’s Leadership Award from Maine Campus Connect, 2012.

Michael J. Retelle, Professor of Geology

Small Point Association: “Coastal Geology Research.” $4,000; 2011.

Adriana Salerno, Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Association for Women in Mathematics Mentoring Travel Grant, $4357; 2012-2013.

Nathan W. Tefft, Assistant Professor of Economics
Institute for Health Economics, Health Behaviors and Disparities, Visiting Scholar, Cornell University, 2012.

Mara C. Tieken, Assistant Professor of Education

Thomas J. Wenzel, Charles A. Dana Professor of Chemistry

National Science Foundation, “Chiral NMR Shift Reagents,” $159,150; 2011.